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Abstract:
First, Toy marketing warrants a sustained scholarly critique because of toys’ cultural significance and their roles in 
children’s lives, as well as the industry’s economic importance (Hains & Jennings, 2021).
By using qualitative and synthesis methods, the paper shows us that brand name is one factor affecting the success 
of toys companies. And the world smart toys market is moving towards innovative and interactive toys, covering 
both indoor and outdoor toy segments. The disadvantage is that the cost of these toys is quite high.
Last but not least, The trend in the world toy market is smart toys (such as robots, interactive games, educational 
robots), which integrate artificial intelligence and include microprocessors, memory, and input and output devices. 
More modern smart toys can also integrate voice and sound processors, and more and more toys are integrated with 
sensors.
The research imitation is that we need to make further analysis for food market for our children, not only toys.
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1. Introduction
Currently, in Vietnam, there are about 100 domestic establishments producing professional children's toys, in which 
many types of stuffed animals, wooden and plastic toys have been favored by consumers. Foreign toy manufacturers 
are also increasingly interested in the Vietnamese market, from opening agents to sell products to investment plans 
to produce here. With the percentage of children aged 0-14 accounting for 36%, Vietnam is being considered as a 
potential market for the children's toy industry, especially when the living standards of the majority of people are 
increasingly improved. Below is the latest update of the current situation and trends of the Vietnamese children's toy 
market in 2021.  
Next, scientists conduct studies that investigate children active role within space of consuming with concerns 
(particular) to toys related to practices attached to services and products (Chin, 2001;Martens et al. , 2004). Their 
roles (active) within commercial spaces also studied   (Chin, 2001; Russell and Tyler, 2005).
Vietnam's toy market is still strongly dominated by products imported from China when China's toy industry is 
about 5 years ahead of Vietnam. Compared to Vietnamese toys, Chinese toys are cheaper, with many models 
catching up with children's tastes. Participating in Vietnam's toy market in recent years, some big names have 
emerged such as Cho Lon Plastic Company, Van Minh Educational Toy Equipment Company, ANTONA Company, 
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Long Thuy Plastic, LHT, Dai Dong Advance… the products of these enterprises are still lacking a foothold in the 
children's toy market.

Next, Vietnam consumer protection law 2010 also pointed rights of consumers who are children need to be 
protected.

In our paper, We will organize our paper with introduction, issues and method,main findings, discussion and 
conclusion.

Figure 1 - Children in our world

(source: internet)

Research issues
This study will cover: 
Issue 1: What are previous studies related and marketing mix for children toys market?
Issue 2: What are protecting children as consumers related to Consumer Protection Law of Vietnam in current time?
2. Literature review
Currently parents and women are those who spend much money to purchase children toys.
Next we analyze in below table:

Table 1- Previous related studies
Authors Year Content, results
Atkin 1978 Observational research in the 

supermarket cereal aisle
suggests that children’s purchase 
requests are frequently grounded in 
information about premiums 
learned from advertisements 
(Atkin 1978)

McAlister, Cornwell, & Cornain 2011 Recent research in developmental 
psychology has shown that the 
“motivational pull of collectible toys 
is very strong”

McAlister & Cornwell 2012 Because food patterns established in 
childhood influence life-long 
patterns, toy premiums that may 
sway food preference are being 
questioned. The motivational pull of 
collectible toys is of particular 
interest in this discussion because 
repeated exposure to foods 
engendered by frequent purchases to 
obtain collectibles may establish 
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food preference.
Longacre et al 2016 did not detect a relationship between 

children’s toy knowledge and their 
intake of fast food from the other 
restaurants. In this community-based 
sample, young children’s knowledge 
of fast food toys was associated with 
a greater frequency of eating at 
McDonald’s, providing evidence in 
support of regulating child-directed 
marketing of unhealthy foods using 
toys.

Hains & Jennings 2021 Toy marketing warrants a sustained 
scholarly critique because of toys’ 
cultural significance and their roles 
in children’s lives, as well as the 
industry’s economic importance. 
Discourses surrounding toys—
including who certain toys are meant 
for and what various toys and brands 
can signify about their owners’ 
identities—have implications for our 
understandings of adults’ 
expectations of children and of 
broader societal norms into which 
children are being socialized.

(source: author synthesis)
3. Methodology 

In order to complete this paper, Authors mainly use experience, observations and qualitative analysis with 
synthesis and inductive methods.

4. Main results
4.1- Marketing mix of toys for children

Next we look at marketing 4P strategies below:
Table 2- Marketing mix of children toys

Product
Toy products are focusing on two segments including 
educational toys and active toys. Meanwhile, through 
market research, toys for children require multi-function. 
Specifically, with a toy, but it must combine many uses 
such as playing and learning with movement, combining 
sounds and images... Therefore, the birth of a toy 
product must experience Through the process of 
researching and probing market tastes so that the product 
is born, consumers can see the true value of that toy.
The trend in the world toy market is smart toys (such as 
robots, interactive games, educational robots), which 
integrate artificial intelligence and include 

Price
In fact, many products of big brands are only 20-30% 
more expensive than Chinese toys, so many parents still 
accept them.
Children Toys prices need to be flexible in a market in
which there are both rich and poor.
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microprocessors, memory, and input and output devices. 
More modern smart toys can also integrate voice and 
sound processors, and more and more toys are integrated 
with sensors.
Promotion

Along with marketing children's toys, the State needs to 
have a communication strategy for consumers to know 
the true value of toy items, which are domestically 
produced goods and which are smuggled products
Some good marketing methods for your smart toy 
business that you can use include:

- Organize launch events, store openings, distribute 
product flyers, set discounted prices or provide 
customers with small gifts when making purchases.

- Set up new product combos, provide many flexible 
incentives for customers in 1 purchase

- Take orders by phone and have free home delivery

- Designing websites, writing content, running sales ads, 
building online toy business brands on social networks 
Facebook, Tiktox, Youtube,...

Place
Children's toys are sold from country markets in rural 
areas to supermarkets, commercial centers or countless 
small grocery stores in the alleys of the streets. Not only 
that, this item also occupies most of the space and is 
associated with the names of neighborhoods and markets 
in big cities such as Luong Van Can, Hang Ma, Dong 
Xuan market (Hanoi), Cho Lon area. , An Dong Market 
(Ho Chi Minh City).

Partly thanks to an increase in living standards, 
consumers are increasingly conscious of health and 
safety, so they choose to buy toys of reputable brands, 
on the other hand, thanks to the trend of developing 
large shopping centers and supermarkets like Aeon, 
Lotte, SC Vivocity, VinMart..., creating opportunities 
for toy store chains to develop accordingly. Large 
shopping centers attach great importance to cooperation 
with reputable and famous foreign brands, so opening 
distribution channels at these shopping centers is quite 
convenient.
Finally, Store decoration is the next step in your 
business plan. Stores should be located in crowded 
places, close to schools, children's entertainment areas or 
in densely populated areas.

(source: author analysis)
Beside, Premiums are goods that are offered as a bonus to incentivize the purchase of a product (Kotler et al. 2007).

4.2 Rights of consumers being children
According to Clause 10, Article 3 of the Draft Law on Protection of Consumer Rights (amended), vulnerable 
consumers are defined as follows:
"Article 3. Interpretation of words
In this Law, the following terms are construed as follows:
10. Vulnerable consumers under the provisions of this Law include: elderly people, people with disabilities, 
children, ethnic minorities in ethnic minority areas as prescribed by law (hereinafter referred to as: ethnic minorities) 
and other vulnerable groups in accordance with relevant laws."
Next we see:
Article 4. Principles of consumer protection
1. Protecting consumers' interests is the common responsibility of the State and the whole society.
2. The interests of consumers are respected and protected in accordance with the law.
3. Protection of the interests of consumers must be done in a timely, fair, transparent and lawful manner.
4. Consumer protection activities must not infringe upon the interests of the State, the lawful rights and interests of 
business organizations and individuals and other organizations and individuals.
5. Transactions between consumers and business organizations and individuals must ensure equality.
Article 6. Protection of vulnerable consumers' interests...
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a) Having policies and ensuring the exercise of the right of priority in prices, fees and other incentives for the elderly 
in product purchase and sale activities and service provision in accordance with this Law and other relevant laws; 
mandarin;
b) Provide a mechanism for complaints and dispute settlement in accordance with the rights and obligations of the 
elderly as prescribed by law;
4.3 Ho Chi Minh ideologies for children development
First, Uncle considers children as "special citizens" who must be well cared for and educated; In order to do so, we 
must fight the foreign invaders out of the country. Although written for children, many of Uncle Ho's poems make 
adults emotional, because hidden in Uncle Ho's poetry is a call and encouragement with great summoning power. 
The person who suggested and led the children to understand why the country lost their home and why children had 
to be uneducated: “Who forbids learning? For whom do we have to be ignorant?"...Then he mobilized and 
enlightened children: "So the children of our country/Must unite to fight"...

Ho Chi Minh's thought on the education of Vietnamese and young people

"Children are like buds on a branch...", the innocent age is not enough to realize, so it is very important to be 
cared for and educated well to become useful citizens, the next generation to shoulder the country's mission. TN-ND 
is the future owner of the country, so according to Uncle Ho, it is necessary to soon train children in revolutionary 
morality. Therefore, after the August Revolution in 1945 until before "going away", Uncle Ho spent a lot of 
enthusiasm and affection in educating the young generation.

From 1950 to 1955, on the International Children's Day (June 1), Uncle Ho regularly sent letters to TN-ND all 
over the country; Uncle Ho's letters are often short, simple words are easy to remember, so it is easy to enter the 
hearts of children. Uncle Ho's letter contains not only great thoughts, but also specific instructions to children from 
small to big things: "At home, you must listen to your parents. Going to school must be diligent. To the teacher must 
be respectful and polite. For you, you must unite, love and help each other”; “Keep discipline, don't be liberal, 
because liberal freedom is not good”; "Must love the Fatherland, the compatriots, love the labor"; “Must be honest 
and brave”; “Whatever is useful for the resistance war and for the Fatherland, you should do your best. The 
children's age is still small, many small jobs add up to a big job".

Especially, on International Children's Day (June 1, 1953), Uncle Ho sent letters to children in the country and 
children abroad. This time, Uncle Ho showed his affection, concern, affection and affection not only for children in 
the country but also "children in other countries and children in the world". Love and care for children in our 
country and in the world is a great love that comes from a kind heart, a great personality of Uncle Ho that has never 
before been a leader of the nation. can't compare!
Last but not least, President Ho Chi Minh said that protecting, caring for and educating children is a very great and 
important cause that determines the nation's destiny. It is the responsibility of the Party, the State and the whole 
society. Immersed in that thought of his, children are increasingly cared for and receive special attention.
He places strong faith in the intelligence and qualities of young citizens.

Loving children, President Ho Chi Minh is always interested in educating them. Uncle considered children to be the 
future masters of the country, so it was necessary to practice revolutionary morality as soon as possible. Many of 
Uncle Ho's teachings to children have been deeply remembered by generations of Vietnamese teenagers and 
children. Prominent are 5 things Uncle Ho taught teenagers and children:

Love the Fatherland, love the compatriots

Study well, work well

Good solidarity, good discipline
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Maintain good hygiene

Humble, honest, brave

The 5 things Uncle Ho taught children are now solemnly hung in classrooms, printed in notebooks, becoming the 
training and striving content of every Vietnamese child. Also in this letter, Uncle Ho kindly reminded the youth: "In 
the future, you will be the master of the country. Therefore, from now on, you need to practice revolutionary 
morality to prepare to become good citizens and good officials of a peaceful, unified, independent, democratic and 
powerful Vietnam."
Third, children have basic rights:
President Ho Chi Minh put children in the position of young citizens. When the State is independent, the children 
become sub-nationals of an independent country. It can be seen that, from an early age, he recognized that children 
are an individual with basic human rights and need to be respected. According to him, children's rights are closely 
linked to their national rights, if the nation is not liberated, children will not be protected, cared for, or enjoy their 
basic rights. If the country is not rich and strong, the children will not be satisfied and happy.
To him, children are immature subjects physically and mentally, needing special protection and care in all aspects, 
from health, learning, entertainment to expressing opinions and participate in group activities. This view of his is 
imbued with humanism and in line with the development trend of the world. The person said:
"Children like young leaf on branches,
Knowing how to eat and sleep, knowing how to study is good”. 

Child protection, care and education were identified by him as a strategic issue throughout the Vietnamese 
revolutionary process. That was confirmed from the first years when Ho Chi Minh went to find a way to save the 
country, even in the situation of "thousands of pounds hanging by a hair", he always paid special attention to the 
issue of protection and care. care and education of children.
In the eight-point claim sent to the Versailles Conference, Ho Chi Minh not only denounced the crimes of the 
colonialists against people but also demanded democratic freedoms for the Annamites, including the right to 
"freedom" study, establish technical and professional schools in all provinces for the natives”. 
In the brief outline drafted by Ho Chi Minh and approved at the Party Founding Congress, he advocated "universal
education according to agrarianization". 
The Viet Minh Program clearly stipulates cultural and educational policies for children:
“- Abolish slave education. Building a nation of education. Forced education from elementary school. Each ethnic 
group has the right to use their mother tongue in their national education.
- Pupil. Eliminate tuition fees, give up age-old birth certificates. Open more schools. Help poor students.
- Child. Get special care from the Government about fitness and education.
- Helping families with many children.
- Set up childcare staff to take care of children.” 
Right from the time of independence, one of the first major policies of our country was "to destroy the enemy of 
ignorance". Widespread movements such as popularization of education, cultural enrichment, etc. Launched by the 
State, 90% of the illiterate population in our country during that period enjoyed the right to education.
Children's rights were institutionalized in the first basic law of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam - the 1946 
Constitution. The 1946 Constitution consisted of 7 chapters and 70 articles, of which, Chapter 2 stipulates on 
obligations and rights of citizens. Children's right to education is specified specifically and clearly in Article 15 of 
the 1946 Constitution: Compulsory elementary school and no tuition fees. In local primary schools, national 
minorities have the right to learn in their own language. Poor students get help from the Government. These were 
the highest legal regulations at that time, affirming the right to study, the right to play, the right to be protected and 
cared for, etc. of Vietnamese children. The consistent stance on the protection, care and education of children was 
reflected throughout the subsequent Constitutions.
Fourth, children have responsibilities and obligations:
Besides affirming children's rights and the benefits that children enjoy, Ho Chi Minh also emphasized the 
responsibility of children to the country. The affirmation of children's responsibility in the resistance war and 
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national construction shows his deep belief in children. However, he also noted: "You can do small things at a 
young age, according to your own strength".
In the poem "Children" published in the independent Vietnamese newspaper (No. 106) on September 21, 1941, he 
called on the children of our country to unite in order to fight and contribute to the victory of the resistance. He 
introduced a very practical and specific form of struggle: “Education emulation, emulation helps increase 
production; emulation to help the families of war invalids and martyrs. So the children fought”. At the same time, he 
encouraged and encouraged teenagers and children to join the national salvation organization, considering it a force 
for national liberation: "Children to save the nation" Our association, that is the force, That's the life-saver, that's 
part of the Viet Minh".
When the country was independent, the children were fortunate to receive a new democratic education. He placed 
the responsibility on them to do how to repay the heroes who sacrificed to protect the independence. Country. He 
advised the children to work hard, study hard to build the country, worthy of the descendants of Hong - Lac, the 
"small boss" of an independent and free country.
Affirming that children are the masters of the country, he advised them to practice revolutionary morality to become 
good citizens and good officials of the country.  

5. Discussion and conclusion
With a market size of more than 5 billion USD/year, the percentage of children aged 0-14 accounting for 

nearly 40% of the nearly 90 million people, plus the improvement of living standards, the Vietnamese toy market is 
growing rapidly. welcomed the rise of toy brands in the world with a long-term investment strategy, after a long 
time being dominated by Chinese toys.

The world smart toys market is moving towards innovative and interactive toys, covering both indoor and 
outdoor toy segments. The disadvantage is that the cost of these toys is quite high. By geographical location, the 
main market of smart toys includes North America, Europe (UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and rest of Europe), 
Asia (China, India, Hong Kong, Japan), and LAMEA (South America, Middle East, and Africa).

Figure 2 - Children rights

(source: internet)
In Vietnam context, For the children's toy market, if you want to build a brand so that users trust in the 

safety of your products, you need to build and develop a brand for your business to make an impression with guests.
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